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A stock photography central 
bank…



The BoC’s website 
and data offerings 

are amazing.



OMG, are they ever!



They make things 
so 

understandable.



I’ve got to check 
them out…
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sense-mak·ing/ˈsensˌmākiNG/(noun)
the action or process 

of making sense of or giving meaning to something, 
especially new developments 

and collective experiences





Transforming numbers into
narratives is becoming part of 

every leader's job.









We are working at shaping data 
into narratives that make clearer 

recommendations and inspire 
others to act.



The key attributes of success 
don’t live in our products or 

data offerings.





Ensuring that others understand 
what you are proposing must 

trump any personal or 
professional preferences you 

have regarding data.



Application Programming Interface



END USERS

have access to apps that provider richer 

experiences by leveraging the data and 

services of other apps

THE API

provides universal access to whatever assets 

we choose to share. Developers can “plug in” 

their apps and data

ASSETS

our data, software (and brand) become more 

valuable being leveraged by partners, 

developers and 3rd party services

DEVELOPERS

access our assets through API to build mobile

and web applications based on the data we 

share



~ 10,249 series 
~ 3.7 million data observations
>140 BoC users (10% Robots)

> 500,000 public requests per day





DEMO



https://www.bankofcanada.ca/valet/docs#valet_api



https://www.bankofcanada.ca



https://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/indicators/key-variables/key-inflation-indicators-and-the-target-range/



https://www.bankofcanada.ca/info/banknotes/vertical10/



https://design.bankofcanada.ca/



Interactive - Terms of Trade Economic Model



The BoC’s website 
and data offerings 

are amazing.



I’m amazing!



• Move from making sense to making meaning by developing 
a sense of scale

• Transform numbers into narratives that build shared 
understanding

• Give people a sense of control, let them pull the levers 
sometimes

• Create experiences that leave people feeling creative, smart, 
powerful and included

Influencing action









https://bit.ly/31phU4W 
data


